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. The majoritY. whip of the U. S. House of Re1n·esenta•
t1ves, Hale ~oggs (D .. La.), who was scheduled to address
the Xavier University Forum Tuesday uight cancelled his
speech after he was named to the special presidential
commission investigating the assassination of President
I<ennedy.
Boggs was appointed to the extraordinary seven-man
commission, headed by U. S. Supreme Court Chief .Tustice
Earl Warren, by President Lyndon Johnson last Friday.
THE
REPRESENTATIVE'S
Xavier address on "Congress and
Social Programs" was to conclude the 1963 Fall Forum Series.
At press time Rev. Patrick H.
Ratterman, S ..J .. chairman of the
Forum was still aCCempCiog Co
make transportation arrange~
ments which would make it pos~
sible ror Boggs to s11eak in Cincinnati Sunday and return to the
nation's capitol by Mo n d a y
morning,
The committee to which Boggs
has been named will weigh all
information concerning the Dallas murder obtained· by· tl1e Fed·~
Draft dodging might become a thing of the past and voluntary
eral Bureau of Investigation and
enlistments would sour if all Army oHicers were 18-year-old evening
all other federal agencies indivision coeds like Xavier ROTC Honot·ary Cadet Colonel .Janet
volved in the mammoth invcstiHomback. The eagles were presented to Janel by Rev. Paul L. O'Congation.
nor, S.J., in ceremonies at the Cash Room at 1630 hours Wedne,;day.
In making the appointments,
A psychology student, Janet is a member of the Evening Division
President Johnson Rtated that the
Student Council. Her hobbies are tennis and sewing. 'She lives with
grnup will have the power of
her parents and two brothers, Dave, '64, and Jcny, '67, at 3316
subpoena and that there will be
Woodford Rd., Pleasunt Ridge.
no time limit placed on its inAlso awarded the rank of Honorary Cadet First Sergeant was
vestigation.
Mrs. Edna Tekuel\•e, honorary Xavier universal queen and assistant .
University officials reported
registrar. Mrs. Tekuelve's new duties involve "maintaining peace
this week that Boggs has prnmand tranquility among the student ranks," an ROTC spokesman said.
ised to address the Forum at the
eadiest possible dale.
The ceremonies, originally planned for the Military B11ll at the
Toppe1· Club, No\•ember 23, were t·esel following the assassination
However, due to the transpor~
tation complications, nob o d y
of President Kennedy.
seems to know when.
ROTC of11cials Announced yesterday that the Ball will be held on
The 49 - year - old Democratic
Sunda.v evening, February 9, at the 'l'oppet· Club. Si Zcntner's Orcheswhip was the youngest member
b'a will furnbh the music.
of his party to be elected to
Mrs. Tekuelve, who has six gnrndchild1·en, was toasted nation.ally
Congress. He began his first term
in Octobe1· when she was elected Xavier's Homecoming Queen in .1
in 1!!40 at the age of 26.
frantic, last-minute write-in campaign. However; the widowed
Boggs is known tor his adassistant registrar was later disqualified on a technical point: she
vocacy of liberal foreign trade ..
wasn't registered.
policies, although in other areas
Recently, Mrs. Tekuelve joined the cornpan.~· of t.he Xavier
his
votes are most frequently
Masque Society and will be fe<1tured in various dramatic producconservative.
tions, the first of which is scheduled for this weekend.

Au11t Janet Wants You!

Administration l(ills V acatio11 Proposal
No, Xavier, there is no Santa
'l'he university arlmlnistratinn
this w<!ck thumbed clown a pro-

pos11 l l>~· Student Councilman
Willi<1m Keck to extend the
Chrii'tmas vacation by lwt> cla;,s
days.
'1.'lte decision, announced in a
letter from Dean of Faculties
.Jet·emiuh J. O'Callal!,han, S.J., to
Council Prcsirlent Rudolph Ha~l
1'uesday, stated:
"We have reviewerl the request of the Student Council
that the student::; be allowed to
return to class after the Christmas vac11tion on Monday, Janua1·y <"i, instead of on 'l'hur~day,
January 2 as scheduled. We re•

gret that this can not be ar1·anged because of ou1· calendar
commitments.
"Really,. our principal difficulty lies in the fact that we
have replied. to a prcviou~ request of the Council to begin
Christmas vacation as ea!'ly ai:
pc-ssible in order to ennble students to get jobs in the days preceding Christmas.
"1'he danger of travel was considered. We belie\•e, however,
&hat there would be considerahly less dani:-er on January 1
and :! than on January 5 and 6.
In any case, we would apprecfaCe
the Council's alerting Che shadeuts to tllis genl'ral ha z a r d
wlat•never it woul1I occur.
"!a ouc efforts t.o mainlaio

MAJORITY WHIP BOGGS
Probing Dallas ·murders ..•

Jazz Klatsch
Rescheduled
The Xaviet· Jazz Club prescn•
tation, "Dimensions in .Jazz," sd
for Sunday at 8 p.rn. was can•
celled Tuesday, following reports
that U. S. Representative Halt!
Boggs, Democratic m a j or it y
whip, might fill his speaking engagement at the Xavier Foruna
in the Amory on that night.
Club spc.kcsmen stated that although no definite decision haic
been made on whether the Boggs
address will lake place on that
evening they po s t p on e d the
musical event as a precaution•
a1·y measure.
1'he concert has tentative!,.
been rescheduled .for April, ofti•
cials l'eporled.

Priest Challenges Business

Saitta BJ1passes Xavier

Claus.

No. 12

Com1nission Appointm_ent
Brings Foru1n Delay

r.ro Be Dug Thursday
For New Facility

ir'e

TEN CENTS

~INDEFINITE'

FIRST DIRT
The long - awaited spooning
OVet' of the first thimble of dit·t
foi: the $2 million University Center building will be held in ceremonies on the XavieC' campus
at 3 run. Thursday, December 12,
Edward P. Vondet·Haar; director
of public relations announced this
week.
The date of the groundbreaking will coincide with the 75th
anniversary of the founding of
the Xavier Alumni Association.
Rec1resented at the ceremonies
will lie dignitaries of service orllfi"Hliw tions whose membership
oonh'ibuted greatly to the securing of adequate funds to allow
for the construction of the threellllory st.ructure.
In attendance will be re11resentatives of Businessmen Mobilized for Xavier, the Alumni Living Endowment Fund, ·and Dads'
United fot· Xavier.
Rudolph Hasl, president of Student Council, has been ca lied upon to give a short talk expressing
the appreciation of the students
for the rund-raising efforts of the
af0t·ementioned groups, Rev. Patrick H. Ratterman, dean of men,
et11ted.
Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, president of the university, will preside at the ceremonies.
A low-interest loan nf $1.25
million has been ob!i.iined from
the federal government to suppod the project.
Actual construction o[ the center is expected to begin in mid. J1muary. Officials are hopeful that
the building will be completed
by eat'ly 1965.

l?lllS

pro11er academic standards anrl
at the same time to cooperate
with the students in arr1111ging ~o
free them for Christmas jobs,
both students and faculty suffer
an 'inconvenience. We re1!ret that
cal::-ndar elates this year make
this ne~essary."
In requesting the extension,
Keck had noted that the bulk of
out-of-town students would b~
requi1·ed to travel from bC"tween
six to 25 hours on celebrnntclo1mcd highways in order to return to classes.
His major contention was that
this extensive travel wculcl preSl!llt a serious hazard to life and
limb in addition to the attendant
incou ven icnces.

"Jf a company tells us when,
where, and how to work, how
much democracy do we have'/"
aske<;I Rev. J. A. Petz in his
speech-"Profits and Povcrty"on November 20.
Lawyer and writer, Father Petz
pointed out to the audience of
pre-law students, that while U.S.
business is setting new protit records, "20 to 40 percent of the U.
S. populalion-18 million families
-are, by most standards, poor·."
Father Petz staled that it is the
common employee of the company, through hard work, who
creates the profit for the company. "And the company gives
him no share in this."
'"l'his set-up is wrong." he
judged. '"It gives the top fifth nf
the nation more than the lowest
three-lifths put together."
Father Petz attributed thi~
prol.Jlcm to a '"lack of morals."

~lorality

He also stated that this is "not
only a problem of the U. S. but
of the whole world."
Hopefully, Father Petz stated
that although the solution will
not be easy, "we can work it
out."

Dean· Stricl{en
Rev. Pah·ick H. Hallerman,
S.J., de<1n of men, is re1>0rted
recovering satisfactorily today
after suffering what attendant:1
described as "an acute viru1
reaction."
Father Ratterm&n collapsed
early Wednesday in AlbC't's Hall.
Witne~ses lo the seizure fir,;t
repor!l!d that he had apparently
suffered a heart attack and calh•rl
for the Last Rites, which wer<!
not ad111i11istered upon accurar.<!
diagnosi:a.
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Bob Ryan

Below The
By BOB RYAN
News Editor-in-Chief

DESPITE THE GENERALLY COMPREHENSIVE coverage by
wire services and the daily press of the crimes in Dallas last week
and the attendant international reaction, several significant sidelights were suppressed, perhaps understandably:

e

Minutes after the assassination of President Kennedy. U. S.
Sunreme Court Justice Earl Warren was contacted by a i·eporte1· and
asked for his reaction. With an obiter dicta burst of unprintable
modifiers, Warren briskly denounced the nation's conservative element and added that. he always knew the activities of "right wing
extremists would come to something like this." Warren tempered
his comments later after discovering that it was a leftist who pulled
the trigger. He now heads the l.lUgust presidential commission probing the mUl'der.

e From her reru!'e in Rome. Madame Nhu, the unfrocked Vietnamese "Dragon Lady" whose husband was also murdered as she
toured the U. S. last month, acidly philosophized that the mills of
the gods mi~ht not g'rind slowly aft.er all and suggested that President Kennedy got what he had coming.
• A juvenile probation officer in New York City quickly reported that he had recommended that Lee Harvey Oswald, the sus-.
pectecl assnssin, be institutionalized ten years ago after psychiatric
tests revealed that he was "potentially dangerous." There we1·e no
facilities available for treatment at the time, the officer added.

e Students and faculty members at several Southern unive1·sities
refnsecl to attend memorial services for the martyred Chief Executive
1md held celeb1·ation parties instead.

e

Maj. Gen. Edwin Walker, upon hearing the reaction of Adlai
Stevenson, U. S. Ambassador to the United Nations, flew his haHmasted American flag upside down because Stevenson's words more
than the murder "put the United Stat.es in distress."

•

•

•

CTNCTNNA1'TAN TOM HOOBLER, ecliior-in-chief of the Notre
Dame Scholastic, has been presented with the coveted George Philip
Helmholtz Journalistic Depredation Medallion for a recent piece he
published on the Seventh Commandment.
The award committee, composed of seasoned profe::;siom1l newsmen, cited Mr. Hoobler's "sin_gularly outstanding contributions to
the art of direption" and glowingly refened to him as "a homo

trium literarum."

•

•

•

BREWTON BERRY, professor of sociolo1'(y and anthropology at
Ot-io ~tate Unlverslb, and five other noted social scientists told interviewers in Washington Wednesday that they .do not believe that the
American Negro is particularly interested· in racial intermarriage.
"The Negroes are much more interested ' in civil rights and
equality of opportunity," Berry observed.
The group al::;o expressed the belief that racial amalgamation
will not harm either race but will not solve any race problems either.

•

•

•

PERPLEXED BY FEELINGS OF INFERIORITY and l'ejeetion,
a depre8sed freshman at a large eastern university sought com;olation Crom his fatherly guidance counselor. "I feel like I'm lost in
this big place. Nobody seems to care about me or even know I'm
here," he confessed wistfully.
With experienced compassion the counselor looked up the stuc1ent's record in the computer-controlled filing system. After quickly
pondering the distressed teen-ager's life history chart, the august
a..:vi~er comfo1·ted:
•·cutainl,¥ we'rl' c~nccrned about your welfare. 59872."

Mourners At The Cannon's Mouth
A spokesmnn .for Xnvier University ~fl"id tonight that the 1111ivel'sit y feels that 1nllldl'eds of
st11rlents, .faC'11lty, and personnel gathered to!/elher 1'.n ·prayer 1litri11g the very m.0111.ents of
President Kennedy's funeral would be the hiohe11l Christian trilmte tlwt a Catholic 1111iversity
could pay lo the memory of Mr. Kennedy.
Thus Xavier, thrn11gh a release to the public
news media, excused itself from a barrage of
criticism levied by sttidents, facuU ~·, alumni,
benefactors. and the general public following its
singularly aloof decision to carry on "business
as 11!"t1al" during the da~· on whil'l1 the 1·cr-;t. of
the Hrp11blic paid itr-; final tribute to a martyred
statcr-;man.
But 1Jer;pite the r;pirilunl nature of the Xavier
mLionalizution, certain que::;tious :nise:

Did U1e students who we1·e present at. t.he
memorial :Mass for the slain President ·after
being forewarned of the desirability of their
presence ·attend out of Ch1·istian sorrow m prngmntic ncccssitv?
·
Is a "Christ:ian hilmte" prior to which l)et.ter
than half of the disgrnntled participants discuss
in cursing tones the feasibility of picketing t.he
Altar af'tuallv a Christian tribute or monumental blunder?
Is a Sacrifice or t.he Mass for which 11niveri;:ity offi<'inls must act.ively 1·ecruit a congregation in truth The Rncrifice of the 1\f:iss or the
stwrifice of a rompulsory convocation?
I~ enforced religion better than no religion
aL nil?
Or are we ~o confused that we cannot tell
the difference?

The Fox and the Pl1easants
nne 11100111-ioht e1•enin(J ns ltfa.~lel' Fo.i: was
111/rin(J hi.~ us1111l stroll in lite 1VOnds. hP sa11 n
·1111mlie1' of pliea8011/s pel'<'hed q1u'te oul of his
rerll'h on ~ limb of 11 /nil ofrl trr.e.
'l'lte slu fo;i: .~~on foll/Id a brioht poft-h of
monnliyht, whel'e the phe.r!sanfs eo1ild Ree him
dearly; there he mi.~r-d himself 11p on hi.~ hind
legs "nd bror111 11 u·ild d<1~1re. First he n•hirled
'ro11nd and 'round li/1'P. n top, then he hopped
lip mu/ down. 1·utti11a oil sort.~ of sfronoe rnpe1"~·
'/'he pheasant.~ .~f<ll'r.d giddi/11. 'J'he!J hrml/!J
1hmid Ii/ink for .fem· of losing him 011t of titeir
.~ioht fill· tin in.~tant.
i\'ow the (0:1: 111ode 11.~ 1'( to 1·limh " tree, 1rnw
he fell 011ei,-"111l /ay sfil(pl<iyino <IP.ml, n111i the
1ie:l'f ·in.~lont he 1N1.~ Jwppi'no on nil fo11rs, hi.~
/)(1t'h in the ";,.· mul Iii.~ IJ11.~h11 foil .~hnki110 so
/hot it .~n111etl lo throw 011t silver spark:s i11 the

NEWS ITEM:
"I nfol'metl Communist, P:irt.y
sources in Lo111Jon this week snid that the ideological split between the Soviet Union and Red
Cliina w·as growing 1·apidly and thnt the schism
will grow wm·se in the months ahead.
"The sou!'ces listed the increased wal'mih ·in
the diplomatic "limate bet.ween the Free World
and Russia .as· the cause for the mounting tensions between the two Communist nat.ions. Veternn political observers noted that ·the recent
nuelenr test ban agreement was an ext,remely
optimistic sign pointing toward further melting
of hostilities between M·oscow and the West.
"One Western obsel'Ver said that the chasm
is becoming 'so seve1·e that before long Moscow
1110011/i(lht.
will 1nnke overtures to Free World nations for
/ly ihis time the 7wor bfrds' he11tl.~ were i-n n
whirl. And ll'he11 the fo.1: heoo11 hi.~ pel'formance a mutual defense pact against Red China.'
"Although intl'ieate details of the split are
fill Ol'er ao11i11, .~o dazed did they lu~l'0111e, thot
thr-11 Inst 11·,,ii· /1111,1 on lite lim/J 01111 fell t/011111, not fully known, 'it is distinctly tot.he advantage
c111e uy v11c, lv 1.'.e ju,1;.
-Aesup of the West,' tlic obsel'vcr noted."
1
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Lt~tters

to the Editor

'Gentlemen Can Ignore :4ttacks
From Those Who Are Otherwise'
Dear Sir:
I am perhaps feeling a trifle

testy today, but since that is the
U.'!Ual reason for writing letters
to the editor, I feel sufficiently
well justified in so doing now.

In accord with those little•
understood and ill-defined cir·
cumstances which govern this
ca.pl'icious existence, I happened
to receive on the same day lhe
editions of XU News 15 Novembel' and 22 November,
Which, as things turned out,
was a good thing, for I was thus
enabled to absorb what I would
of the two editions in the space
of some ten minutes' reading, (I
always skip the sports pages-a
distressing habit I got into as
an editor.)
Sta.rting with the prior edition:
I h.ad read a litle of the Tt'ia logue
of Plodius, and decided that it
was either too topical or too
·poorly written to justify finishing it, so I passed on to the
letter from Mr. Blah-, in which.
he deeded the Summa Pro Dialecticus ad Absurdum (I guessgosh. is my Latin getting shaky)
by the same three Musketeers;
I thought rather vaguely at the
time that there might be something more here than the casual
reader would imagine.
Well, things became a good
deal clearer with the next edition and Mr. Blair's more ·extended epistolary potshot.
Let me say with Mr. B that
I felt neither the Summa or the
'Tdalogue were in the frist instance of sufficient literary merit
or interest to be reproduced on
~he letters page of a usually fine
college newspaper-I think that
even the signed authors (longtime friends of mine, incidentally) would admit in a more sober
moment tha.t all that could be
said of their. efforts is that they
were 'cute,' and that, dear sir,
is no accolade.

•'

·I

Such childish exercises or wit
can be put up with in the hope_
that someday the writers will
cease to be children and will
have exercised their wit to the
extent that it is fully developed.
However, the letter from Mr.
· Blair is considerably more disconcerting. The incredibly heavyhanded and unreflecting criticisms therein offered do nothing
to increase my esteem of the
philosophy department.

In the first place, he makes a
covert attack on the editor of
' the newspaper for irifraposing
his letter to the Trialogue.
He at once reveals an ignorance
of newspaper procedm·e (viz, no
one has reference to unprinted
copy except the editorial stafl
and such knowledge is confidential, and further, when an editor
finds two so closely related
pieces ol copy in the same week's
copy-basket he is stupid if he
doesn't make the most of the
situation through layout work)
and · he has rancorously jm·
. pugned the integrity ot the edito1·-in-chief, who in all my years
· ·of assoc1a1on with him has
proved above reproach.
gentleman can, however,
easily ignore attacks by those
· who a1·e otherwise.
A

That his criticisms or the
Tl'ialogue are valid I shouldn't
eal'e to gainsay, although a care.. ful reading of the document
•hows lhat it would fail the libel
test; assuming that It was writ•
t.en- as a veiled attack on his
person, only the authors and he
bUDllelf would ever have auf•
I

tlcient knowledge to appreciate
that.
This is whe1·e he bas unthinkingly erred; who would
ever have read the Trialogue as
an attack (or read it through at
all) unless informed so explicitly
()f its satiric nature by Mr. Blair!
A pe1·son of some gravity would
have m ere l y considered the
source, and as a mature individual would have chosen not
to ventilate his grimy linen,
But Mr. B obviously could not
pass up the opportunity to get
back at Mr. Romanos fo1· his
alleged slap; and so spleenful i!'
he that he also takes the opportunity to attack the newspaper
alleging that Trialogue represents the editor's viewpoint. ·
My dear sir, if the Cact that
that letter was printed on the
letters page represents an indorsement, then it is obvious that
your viewpoint is also expressive
of the editor's altitude - even
more so, ill that you got more
space. You must understand, in
anything but a very partisan
pa·per, the readers may express
their views publicly, even though
they may be at a variance with
the editor's own. It's something
called free speech. Nice, huh?
Another point: consider the
quotes: ( 1) "It is not intelligent
to criticize the powers that be";
(2) "If I had decided to bring
this matter to the authorities'
attention"; (3) "I won't· mention·
that ••.".

'Leader Needed To Restore American Republic'
To the Editor:

r hope that no one's political
feelings are ruffled, but I feel a
great sense of tragedy at the
brutal assassination of one of
the most personable Presidents
our country has ever knowr.:
John Fitzgerald Kennedy. Most
of my friends (avid readers of
Victor Lasky's "J.F.K., The Man
and the Myth") may not know
this, but I happen to be a proud
owner ol a copy of Kennedy's
very eloquent and Periclean inauguration address. What sorrow
it is for me to recall how glad
the late President was tG auto1raph it for me!
As I medidate on the wiggly
Ink scrawl that was supposed to
be his name ("Jnnnn Knnnn"),
I can't help wondering how unfortunate it has been for our
country that this son of Joe and
Rose was so wrapped up in nonessentials. For three years that
man in the rocking chair (oh,
that television view of his rocking chair being carted away!)
kept discussing social problems
for which we already had the
means of solving in the number
one item that appears in your
Xavier News platform: the principle ot subsidiarity.
At a time when Negroes were
just learning how to achieve
their objectives ·by means ot
volunta1·y associations and pressure tactics, Kennedy wanted to
legislate Christianity.
At a time when we had learned

Cronin Address
'Shocks' Writer

(1) Such criticism is intelligent, but not pTt1dent, if the au-

Dear Editor:

thorities are such as will fly in
the face of constitutional guarantees of free speech (remembering that the material in question is not, on the face of it,
libelous) and exact reprisals
fl'om their critics: (2) How
vapid! As if Mr. B. does not
know as well as everyone else
that there is a gentleman in a
black suit, usually to be found
a1·ound North Hall, who is so
interested in the newspape1· that
he reads every edition line by
line, and this mall is not without influence; (3) a me1·e stylistic peccadillo, symptomatic ol
the whole ill•advised letter: The
device of praeteritio should have
been buried with Cicero-lnwcourts and newspape1· editors
disallow it.

On November 18, Father Cronin spoke at a Xavier University
Open Forum 1 e c tu re. I was
shocked to hear such a speaker
at a Catholic university in a conservative city.

I feel obligated to .say that I
beat· no ill-will towards either
the children or the philosopher;
the former are my friends and
the latter I have never even
seen.
But I do feel that "If a professor makes a jackass of himself" someone should "point it
out publicly"; students should
not. be allowed to think that an
intelligent gentleman is at his
liberty to write petulant attacks
of other people when it is not
in the interests of all concerned
that he do so.

1 hope that Mr. Blair may take
my cl'iticisms in good part, and

may regret having rather recklessly and indiscreetly exposed
himself in public.
I remain
Very sincerely you1·s,
Alan C. Vonderhaar HAB '63.

P.S. Pre-regisfration at th e
University o! Washington takes
all of th1·ee minutes, 17 seconds.
-A. C.V.

Got a Charlie Brown complex!
Does everJbodJ walk all over
J'OU! N e e II 1uldanee! So do
"'Dear FreclllJ'•H nader., weelllr
la &lie NeW9.

Father Cronin dealt with the
11ocial relations between Negroes
and whites, and the eccumenical
spirit towards this imminent
problem. It did not take long for
Father Cronin to express his
feelings towards Communism and
the methods of conquering this
conspiracy.
However, Father Cronin advocated a solution that belittled the
list of honors bestowed upon him
at the beginning of his lecture.
His policy was, to relax, and let
the communists conquer at will,
for Marx and Lenin proposed
·how to conquer, not to rule, and
eventually these countries will
drift on their own accord from
communism to democracy.
His theory crumbles under
fact. Have Hungary, Poland,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, or Romania swung -towards democracy? Not recently.
Perhaps Lenin and Marx did
not devise a plan tG control their
countries, as Father stated, but
the Communists, by the genius
of a minority faction, have never
lost a single Soviet satillite na•
tion. Instead of progressing towards democracy, this godless
power continues to overwhelm
more and more countries every
year.
In short, Father Cronin believes that time heals all wounds,
but time does noi heal all
wounds, and I doubt that it will
ever be the decisive factor in
destroyinc communism.

Jeftre7 Crotty.

how to avoid catastrophic business recessions, Kennedy wanted
to "repair the roof while the
sun shines" by deficits and standby WP A projects.
At a time when John Kenneth
Galbraith was telling us tlu~t we
had an "affluent society" that
was better able to take care of
itself than ever before, Kennedy was beating the drums for
federal housing, aid to education,
and medicare.
Meanwhile the humdingers
we1·e ignored. At a time when
we needed to avoid deflecting
into socialism by revitalizing the
sovereignty of the slates, Kennedy did nothing to abrogate
some of· the prerogatives of the
federal government ovet· personal incomes.
At a time when we needed to
frustrate the Communist conspiracy by peaceful disassociation, Kennedy continued to laboL·
in the illusions of peaceful coexistence with. an a m b i l i o u s
rival.
At a time when we desperately needed an international

forum or truly peace-loving nations, we were stuck with a nest
of s p i es , the veto - burdened
United Nations, 1o which Pepe
John XXIII gave only a reserved
blessing.
And yet President Kennedy
dies beloved by his country, and
beloved even by me. In his inimitable way he has given us
the emotional security or his
confident image. Thus I have to
ag1·ee somewhat grudgingly with
Adolf Hitler who once cynically
cracked that the masses of the
people were like a woman who
gets sexual thrill out or being
dominated by the strong male.
That is why it is my prayerful hope that our country will
someday have a leadet· who will
be just as mighty and beloved
as John Fitzgerald Kennedy was
- but who will also with great
"vigah" lead us confidently tG
the defeat of the Communist
conspiracy and the restoration
of our American republic.
Eagles and spcat·s from,
Martin M. Schwarz BSBA '63

'Reverence A rises Only From Depth'
Dear Editor:
An impressive number of Xavier students are deeply disturbed,
saddened, and disgusted with the
altitude of the University toward
its students, as evidenced quite
clearly on the day of our beloved President's burial.
The Xavier administl'ation felt
it was necessary to hold classes
on the day of John F. Kenned~··s
burial apparently so that the
students could be then subtly
coerced to attend a special "convocation type" Mass in honor of
the President's death.
.The subtle pressure exerted by
means of posted notices was further supplemented by an order
that all TV in campus housing
be turned off dming the Memorial Mass . . • •
Words are inadequate to expt•ess the anger, nausea, and indignation we students !ell knowing our University found it necessary to exert such pressure
upon us. We feel sincere outwa1·d acts of reverence truly
arise only from depth in men ...•
This instance certainly !ndicates that the Xavier University administration finds its efforts to create well rounded
Christians with a proper sense
of values falling woefully short
oC that goal.
Numbered among t.he properly
motivated and sincere mourners
are severnl teachers who feel as
indignant as we students concerning the incredible disregard
the administration has shown for
the moral "integrity" of the student. We appreciate the insight
of those who granted that we
students would have naturally
exemplified that same sincere
and proper respect, whicn the
University found necessary to
exact by an obnoxious method,
quite on our own volition.
To the one, or ones, who felt
we students either did not have
the Christian charity nor emotional maturity to demonstrate

More For Money?
Dear Sir:
Just heard about your 203
tuition hike. I'm no college-type,
so please set me straight-are
they teaching you 203 more In
the classes?
Sincerely,
Okie J. Junker,

Wa1hin1ton C. H., Obi•.

our respect outwardly and in•
wardly, we pity you.
It is hoped that you, somehO\V1
justify this matter in your own
sometimes shallow minds.

George C. McQuade
and Friends.

360-34-6114 Plus

Finishes Line-up
Dear Sir:
Sorry I could not write earlier,
but I have just gotten finished
with filling out the last of the
registration cards.
It strikes me that psychology
must have a name for people
who collect roomsfut or data
cards, all neatly pl'Ocesscd; if
not, I'll submit my own-dillomania,

And the dittomaniacs in the
registrars otl,ce, why, there must
be hundreds of them h id den
away somewhere-since we don't
have an IBM-brain, it must take
the brains o! a lot of secretaries
to subject each card to a rigorous statistical analysis. But I'll
be content with all the dittomania once they come out with
all the statistics they've culled. I
wonder when it'll be published!
A friend of mine has hi•
doubts, though. He tells me that
one semester he put down "Oscar
Wilde" for his mother's maiden
name; and nobody in the registrar's office ever sent him a
politely skeptical letter. Myself,
I always list my family's newspapers as the "Polska Wyrob
Blattnya" and ' 'Muhammad
Speaks." If this has made interesting reading for those who go
through the registration cards
with a fine-tooth comb, I have
yet to learn of it.
Sometimes 1 think that minor
monkey-wrenches like those are
the only thing that will ever
cause the dittomaniacs any con•
cern. Perhaps, if enough per.rile
claim to be Buddhists, they will
give up and return to a few,
meaningrut questions, such as
"Next of Kin" and "Favorite
Hangout when not to be reached
at Home Address."
Sincerely,
360-34-6114 (Soc. Sec.)
11-29-42-142 (SS)
879-309 (Chi. Pub. Lib.)
41462 (RR Pass)
01581 (XU I.D. Card•
A Student.

Pare Four
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Fourteen Get Pi Mu Nod

Honor .·Society_ Inducts Xl! Matli Men
Dear Sir:
One of your most estimable
readers has had the charity to
send me, ex-Cincinnatian, some
pictures of your fair city. Well,
you may be sure that I hastened
to hide my pressing business
within the capacious maw of my
1898 roll-top desk, and, having
slammed it shut with as much
finality as I, the President of
Maxwell Land Gran( Company
Mr. McGinn notwi,hstancling,
could manage in the face of dunning epistles and all: those accounts all too payable; Then deliciously tilting my S\~ivel chair
back to a position prone only to
leisure. I took out several hard~arned hours to riffle through the
snapshots, and, one by 'one, savor
the romance of the fm· away.
For. to be sure, dear Cincinnati is as far away : to me al!
Cimarron, New Mexico is to you.
But we are cnch exotic only at a
distance.
So I pondered over the pictures
as though lhey kaleidoscopically
painted something of the Arabian
Nights . . . and there they were,
all the sights I h<id grown almost
accustomed to in my brief stay
at Newport-just <icross the river
from you-a fact I need not
mention.
Ah ... here's Taft being cheered by enthusiastic crowds . . .
back in '52, I guess, ;ind there's
a picture of an elevated-railway
stnlion-bcing torn clown for replncement by something more
modern, ii seems-and a blurred
snapshot of a lol of people crowding nround a wooden building,
and placards in their hands pro. testing the visit of a Mr. BuckJcy. I can't make out their faces,
though.
The next photo ... J light the
cigar . . . why, out on River
Road there's an old scrap-yard
where they used to dismantle
steam locomotives, and there's a
leviathan of a sixtecn-clrivercd
Norfolk and Western . . . rusty
whale feeling for the first time
the scratchings of ace t y 1 en e
Jonas within her maw! I drop
the cigar.
The photo is clear, I imagine,
but it is a little blmred. all the
same; once I walked the rails
of the Norfolk and WC'~tern by. choice ancl not by necessilyand would sec these last triumphs of Stephenson's noble
family as lhcy belched the skies
black, all sixteen drivers glancing to the sunlight, and, stretching far towards the horizon, the
endless string of hopper c<irs
full-loaded that the en g i n e
strained to walk up the gentle
slope of the Blue Ridge.
And, when the summit would
be attained, there was no rest,
but a shrill glare as the polished
steel turned faster and faster;
and the downgrncle helped the
engine speed on, until with a
shower of sparks the brakes
would slew this long - tailed
comet of black and reel. a comet
though earthbotmd. Then, the
anonymous c o a 1 - cars severed
from the engine, p a n t i n g it
would rest, and the firebox grate
would tun) a deeper orange and
finally nothing but a colorless
glow betrayed the inner fire. No
engine hostler, or fireman, walked past, referring to the dormant
engine as "it." The engine slept,
and it was "she." None dared
insult her, as you may so justly
insult the victorious diesel, by
neutering her sex.
And now she liC's in the photo
at hand measured out to so many
long tons of scrap steel. She is
11till recogniznble, but already
some rascal of souvenir-hunter
has despoiled her of the winking blue-green light that anmounced to cars stopped before

Fourteen Xavier mathematicians were inducted last week
into Pi Mu Epsilon. the n:itional
mathematics honor fratemity,
Dr. William J. Larkin, chairman
vr the math department, has an.:
nounced.

crossings neither gated nor garishly lit with streetlights, that
this was an extra coal train,
Norfolk to Somcwhere-beyondthe-Mountains. She is r·usty, and
her new owners and ravisherl!I
The general recruirements for
have pronounced their intentions membership in Pi Mu Epsilon
of stripping her o! her running
a r·e outstanding scholarship in
gear-her fat pistons, if steam college 'math and a general avshould ever by chance swell in erage in the top hall or their
the boilers again, would thrash class. The purpose of the organaimlessly, connected to nothing; ization is to "elect memQers on
ancl the rust of the drivers and an honorary basis according to
the rust of the rails of the scrap their proficiency in mathC'mattrack seem to mingle.
ici;" and to "promote the mat.he~
I still hear the whistle promatic:il and scholarly developphesying the coming of the train; ment of its members."
a banshee sound, it was; and the
The initiation progrnm for the
two green eyes drew closer beneath ;i cloud of glowing smoke, five faculty members anrl nine
"clarkness made visible." The undergraduate students to be so
honored featured a guest lecwhistle again, but longer now.
ture
on "Algebraic Integel's" by
And she roars past. giving an
illusion of speed; the horrible Rev. Raymond W. Allen, S.J.,
rnomenltl]ll of ten-thousand tonl!I head of the math department at
of coal gliding effortlessly be- John Carro 11 University, whl?
hind this man-made force, 1·ed
and dis1ended, each bulging vein
of steel and copper full with hot
strength.
But my th a n ks, that you
stirred my memories . . . things
past, and things that never will
Joseph Trauth, J963 graduate
be, and that strnnge shadow that
the "fu1ure casts before." I seem vl St. Xavier High School, Cinto see the little park opposite cinnat.i, and leader in the local
Citizens for Decent Literature
your Natural History Museum;
instead of benches that some- organization, was eiectecl president of the Xavier University
times sprout derelicts, I see 11
polished. brassed, gleam i n g, Cl;iss of 1967 in a c;impus election last month.
wonderful steamer.
J do not see a fence. Let the
'I'rauth was in the nat.ional
children clamber over her. stand spot.light last summer when he
on the tender, if they will, and
testified before a Congressional
peer bnck over n hundred cars
committee investigating the efbrimming with coal, to spot, if fects of smutty books on juvenile
they will, a brakeman's swing- delinc111ency.
ing "Go-Ahead!" that will never
In the election, Trauth pulled
shine.
11 plurality of 263 votes. His
J have my m e m o r i e s; the
nearest ·contender, Anthony Ratsteamers still c r o s s the -l3lue terman, was elected to the viceRidges of my mind. But what of presidential position with 206
those who cannot call up a some- votes.
what more romantic past? Who
A pair of "name-alikes," Dick
thrills to NYC- 5124 colliding
S('hmitt and Phillip Schmidt,
with a thresher? But let old 97
filled the other two seats by
trniling steam and bagg;ige cars'.
tallying 185 votes and 167 votes,
leap off the trestle - let 560 try
respectively,
to make Meredian on time - and
you have ... you had ... more
than something on the bottom
of a newspaper's page 10. You
had a story, a song, a hero, a
myth . . . .
Science majors won 60 perSo, Jct the children somewhere
in your cify clamber over a cent of the fellowships awarded
proudly sleeping steamer. Let to Xavier seniors during 1963, a
the father be able to tell the recent tabulation indicates.
Seventy-four of the 125 gradchild what this iron monster is
• . . this Amazon we om·selves mite study honors, amounting to
crea1ed and admired, this Ama- more than $150,000 in tuitions
zon to whom we gave a little of and stipends, went to students in
our soul, so that alone with ships the natural and social sciences.
Of the total, 31 were in physics,
is the steam locomotive honored
l6 in psychology, 14 in chemiswith a gender.
Yes, and perhaps we will not try, 12 in mathematics, and one
wholly forget what it was that in biology.
siirrcd our hearts in the past.
· Three National Science FounTell me, clo you call to mind dation awardees and seven honsome General Motors cl i e s el
orable mentions are incluclecl in
when you hear a train whistle the total. T h e r e were three
in an old film'! What live and Woodrow W i 1 son Foundation
fire-breathing m a chine drags ·winners and two honorable menalong the freignt train , . • tions in the group.
freight train, rollin' so fast, Run
James E. Potzick, 3109 Westuntil my trouble's past, I don't wood-Northern Blvd., a physics
care what train I'm on, Jus' so major, topped the list of candilong as it keeps 1·011in' along ..."
dates by being offered eight felA macliine that is gone, obso- lowships, including an NSF and
lete; and we seem determined to
a Woodrnw Wilson grant.
forget even her traces. Our common memories will sc.on be as
Frfrm/s of Xavier Meet At
cold as my cigar. Or the firebox
that once glowed reel across the
spine of the mountains.
1832 Dana Avenue
Must it be?
FINE FOOD AND DRINKS
Sincerely,
'J'lie JJcm Del<mys
- George Helmholtz.

was chairman at Xavier from
1955 to 1961.
The p r o gr 11 m included a
Mass and Communion in Bellarmine Chapel at 10:30, Fr. Allen's
talk at 3:30, and the secc.nd an.nual initiation. banc1uet for the
Xavier chapter of Pi Mu Epsilon
at 6:00 in the Colonial Room at
the Vernon Manor.
Those entering the honorary
fratemity were:
Faculty members-Rev. Lawrence Isenecker, S.J., who received his doctorate in mathematics from Catholic University
of America in 1962 and joined
Xavier's !acuity this fall; Mr.
James A. Delaney, who is also
working on his doctorate here at
Xavier.
Graduate students - Thomas
Welter Michael Welter, Michael
Becke;, Daniel Ribar; seniorsRoger Brnnclner, Thomas Dunne,
John Niehm1s, James Weinkam;

juniors-James Behne, D ;i vi d
Cook, George Hejny, Kenneth
Hunt; sophomore Thom a a
Hack.
FacuJty members Dr. WiJJiam
J. Larkin, Dr. Benito J. Cerimele, Mr. Thomas J. Bn1ggemann, Mr. Robert F. Cissell, mid
David C. Flaspohler are the p1·eviou:o: members of the X a v i e J!
chapter of Pi Mu Epsilon.
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Pair of 'Schmitlts'
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XU TOPS MARIAN

KEN'S KORNER
bJ' Ken Czillinger, NEWS Sports Editor
CAGE CHATTER-(This column was written prior to the XavierTennessee game.) Coach Ruberg's first hurdle has been overcome,
11nd now the Muskies begin facing stronger and stronger opponents.
~oach Ruberg felt that he "personally killed the momentum" of his
team in the M:ll'ian game. The first team could have broken the
game wide open in the first hall. However, Coach Ruberg substi. ~µ~ed his second team and Marian made a determined comeback
in the late stages of the half.
. . J am glad that Ruberg made the decision he did. In their very
first outing the Muskies had some pressure put on them. I hope
this will prove valuable against Tennessee. What thrill is there in
· : beating Marian by 40 or 50 points every year? Sure, everybody
·gets to play, but I often wonder how valuable experience is for
: r;ophomores when they enter the game with a 35 or 40 point lead!
. Jn the Jong run I think Xavier will benefit from the good ball game
· Marian gave them.
The players recognized in their first game that they can't take
~ nny opponent on the XU schedule lightly, You just don't know when
: the next unbelievable "major upset" will occur.
Coach Ruberg said this .Year's ballclub would be a run and shoot
j team. This was certainly true last Sunday. Xavier's fast break was
' phenomenal, especially in the first half. Bob Pelkington looked
· like Navy's Roger Staubach with his perfect down court passes to
: start, and on occasions, complete a fast break. Sometimes XU
! needed just one pass from Pelkington to set up a length of the court
basket. If the Muskiei; can continue to use the fast break successfully, they'll be hard for any team to defeat.
Our defense must improve, and Pelkington must have more help
cm the boards. Bob can't haul in every rebound. Marian got several
baskets on follow shots that could have been prevented by better
rebounding and blocking out.
On the whole, I thought the Muskies showed plenty of promise.
All the ingredients for a great Xavier basketball team are there.
ALL-AMERICAN STEVE TllOI\IAS-What can I say about the
play of Steve Thomas? Coaci:J Ruberg expects Thomas to average
from 25 to 30 points per game this season and take at least 25 shots
per contest. Thomas took 27 Sunday and made 17, tying a school
mark for most field goals in one game. There is no doubt in my
mind that Thomas is a genuine All-American. However, there is
plenty of doubt in the opinion of some people. Thomas will show
his greatness on the hardwood. When h_e hangs up his uniform at
Xavier, J have a feeling the ·record bo.ok will need to be i·evised.

"'

..

, AWARDS-At the football banquet the following awards were
presented: Co-Captains Joe Mollman and Ken Lehmann were received into the Legion of Honor; Most Valuable Back, Walt Mainer;
Most Valuable Lineman, Ken Lehmann; Most Improved Player (tie),
Joe Wyzkoski and Bill Sullivan; Student Council Trophy, Jim Brogle,

..

Pitts Seores 29

Gundrum's Cagers Blast
Aeronca Five, 122-74
Coach Al Gundrum's Xavier
frosh went on a first-game scorjng spree, as they blasted Middletown Aeronca, 122-74.
lVlilt Pitts, a 6-0 guard from
Mansfield, Ohio, topped the frosh
point parade with 29 markers, 20
coming in the first half.
Five other Xavier sharpshooters were in twin figures. John
JVJacel collected 23 points and
wcis credited with 12 assists.
Dennis Carney, who wasn't
even in the starting lineup, performed exceptionally well, getting 2(} points. Jim Hess recorded
18, Jim Hengeholcl 12 and Howie
Burt rn.
Hess was the top Xavier rebounder with 16. · Lansdnle wns
the star for the losers with 27
points and 24 rebounds.
So unerring was the Little
Muskies' shooting that they surpassed 100 points with 7:18 to
play in the game. Carney got the
.. three-digit bucket" taking a
beautiful feed from Mace] and
laying in an easy two-pointer.
The Little Muskies p u I I e cl
11way in the waning moments of
the fir5t half. A pair of fielders by Pitts sent XU to the dressjng room with a 56-41 lead.
Xnvier really found the target
in the final twenty minutes, run.Jling Aeronca out of the Fieldhouse with a 66-point splurge.
The frosh connected on 48 %
of their field . goal attempts,
while Aeronca hit a poor 32%
from the field.
Every frosh eager saw action
and scored except for Bob Ein.tJaus. John Beno tallied 6 points.
W·alt Allen, a student body reeruit, had 4 points and 8 rebounds.
The Little Muskies were jittery
at the 1tart and missed numerous

bunny shots. However, as the
contest progressed Coach Gundrnm and his assistant, Leo McDermott, sat back and wntchcd
their hustling crew gain poise
and confidence.
Once the frosh caught fire,
Aeronca was out of the game.
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By KEN CZILLINGER
X:ivier attack, since Thomas was
News Sports Editor
forced to cut down his driving
All-American Steve Thomas shots. He also hnd to loosen his
tossed in a career-high total of defensive coverage.
35 points to spark the Xavier
The crowd waited and waited
MusketeHs to .{ 101-77 opening for Xavier to turn the game into
game victory over Marian Col- a rout. But the Muskie~ were
lege of Indianapolis,
.
unable to pull away until the
Thomas, displaying a spec- final five minutes .. Sdrneider,
facular nssortment of basketball Federle and their Marian mates
shots, connected on 17 of 27 field amazed everyone in the Fieldgoal tries. Frequently he had the . house with theit' sizzling accucrowd of 2,381 "oohing and ah- r.acy from all spots on the court.
ing," as he swished the cords
The teams traded baskets most
with shots from all angles of the of the half. Two brilliant field
court.
go:ils by Thomas helped Xavier
Thomas's 17 field goals tied an brenk the game open. Coach Ruall-time single game record for berg sent in his second team to
an XU player. Gene Smith play the last minute and a half.
canned 17 field goals against
The bench, known as "the
Georgetown during the 1951-52 sixth man," atoned for their poor
campaign.
showing in the opening hall, by
Joe Geiger and Bob Pelkington sending XU over the "100-point
also reached double figures for barrier" in totnl points.
the Muskies. Geiger tallied 18
Three swishing jump shots by
points; Pelkington added 13.
Jim Bothen set the stage for

Thomas turned in a standout playmnking performance too,
topping Xavier in assists with 5.
Pelkington led all rebounding
with 25 grabs and fell three shy
of t;lllt-rebouncling the entire
Marian learn.
XU's 6-7 pivot man - excelled
on the fast break. Time after
time when he pulled down a rebound, Pelkington whipped a perfect bullet-like passes down court
to set up quick Xavier baskets.
On . many plays X needed no
more than two passes to get
fast-break baskets.
M a r i a n performed superbly
against Xavier. The visitors hit
51.8% of their shots from the
field and many of these buckets
came from long range. In fom·
previous outings Marian had never scored more than 53 points
against XU.
Sophomore Bernie Schneider,
ll 6-0 guard from Evanston, Ill.,
p;:icccl the Knights with 21 points.
Chuck Fede:·Ie was close behind
with 17.
The Musketeers, who connected on 51.8% of their floor shots,
jumped into the lead in the early
moments of the game and did
not surrender the lend throughout. the entire contest.
Xnvier did experience some
trouble in the second hnl( when
the Knights refused to quit and
reduced what had been a 25
point XU lead to 11, 63-52.
After two minutes of play X
led 5-4. Thomas then ignited a
Xavier outburst in which the
Muskies registered 15 points in
a row.
L<tte in the first half Thomns
pumped in four straight baskets
and XU had its longest margin,
50-25.
At this point Coach :Ru berg
~ubstituled
his second team.
Marian outscored X, 9-2, in the
final two minutes of the half.
Xavier was on top at halftime,
52-34, and Thomas had already
accumulated 21 points.
Thomas picked up two lightning-fast personal fouls, his third
and fourth of the game, in the
first 90 seconds of· the Inst half.
This definitely hindered the

'Root For Ruberg'
Pos. Ht.
H. - A .
Player
4
5 Joe McNeil., •••• , G 5'8
10
11 Steve Thomas . , • , G 6'0
F 6'5
15 B1·yan Willinms
14
21 Joe Geigel' ....•• , F 6'7
20
25 Tom Freppon .•••• F 6'4
24
35 Jack Wambach ..•• G 6'2
34
41 John Gorman , , ••• C-F 6'8
40
43 Ben Cooper ..•••• F 6'4
42
45 Ted Rombach , .•• F-G 6'7
44
51 Bob Pelkington .•• c 6'7
50
53 Jim Bothen , ..... F-G 6'4
52
65 John Stasio • , • , •• , F 6'4
54

..

Wt. Yr.
165 Jr,
177 Jr.
206 So.
198 Sr.
189 Sr.
177 So.
218 So,
J87 So,
188 So.
247 Sr,
188 Jr.
209· Jr.

Hometown
Erlange1', Ky.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Danville, Ill.
Waterford, N. Y.
Highland Hts., Ky.
Chicago, Ill~_
Chicago, Ill.
Mansfield, Ohio
Tiffin, Ohio
Ft. Wayne, Ind,
Hamilton, Ohio
Bulfalo, N. Y.

Jack Wambach's two - pointer
with 8 seconds remaining. Wambach made a follow-up shot to
gh·e the Musketeers 101 points
and put the finishing touches on
Coach Ruberg's initial triumph
as XU's head basketball coach.

Beware of the Bear!
"Bob "Bear'' Pelkington grabbed 25 rebounds in Xavier's opening g;ime win over Marian. Pelkington was listed among the top
10 players in the Midwest by a
pre-sea:<on basketball publication.
He will start at. center when
Xa\·ier hosts Central State Tuesday night at the Fieldhouse. Tipoff time is 8:00 p.m.

FATAL ACCIDENT
Did You See It?
Date: Thursday, October 31
Time; About 9:45 AM.
Place:. In the 1000 block of Dana A venue, opposite the ticket
booth lencprig to the Xavi~r University !ootball stadium.
The accident involved two vehicles: A '58 Oldsmobile 4-door
hardtop and a '56 panel truck owned by the Bugle Distributing
Company.
A womnn was fatally injured iii the <iceiclent and was pronounced dead on ;irrival at the hospital.

IF YOU WITNESSED THIS ACCIDENT
CALL MR. JAMES l. LYONS AT •

421-6630

MILLER'S ALL STAR
DAIRY

ALL STIR

FOODS

"'

The Shield of Quality
Phone 961-2474

656 East McMillan

ZINO'S
PIZZA CARRY-OUT
For ¥our Eating Ple11s11re!
4222 l\IONTGOMERY ROAD

NORWOOD

Phone 631-6250
Open Dally 11:00 A.M. -

e
e
e

Saturday and Sunday 1:00 P.M.

P.LAIN
e MANGOES
PEPPERONI
e ANCHOVIES
SAUSAGE
e BACON
e MUSHROOMS

All Ingredients Processed in Our 'Own Kitchen
1'1ade Fresh Daily - Not Pre-Baked - Not Frozen
COMPLETE UNE OF ITALIAN SANDWICHES
SparheUI • Macaroni • Ravioli Cooked To Order
CALL FOR FAST PICK-UP SERVICE
Deliverr Service Oa 13.ot Or More To All Dormltorln

Pare SI•
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~

The Night Beat

At the annual meeting of the
Association of University Evening Colleges on October 31, 196:!
two resolutions were adopted.
One of them "urges that Title II
of the National Defense Education Act be amended to provide
loans for part-time students on
the basis of a reasonable proportionate formula vis - a - vis
full-time students." The other
resolution asks the U. S. Office
of Education to conduct nccei;sa1·y research studies relating to
the population of part-lime students.
Sol Jacobson, chairman of the
Legislative Committee of the
AUEC, has sent letters to the
persons named in the a b o v e
resolutions requesting that they
(the resolutions) be included in
further hearings of the Subcommittee on Education.

Mr. Jacobson previously submitted data, referring to the
amendment of Title II of the
pro1>0sed National Education Act,
to include provisions fo1· loans
and loan-insurance for parltime students.
At present there is no federal
aid given part-time students, 12
hours being the minimum requirement for a "full - time"
classification.
Many people, while they have
sincere aspirations to p u rs u e
higher learning, find it financially impossible to achieve their
goals. Due to family obligations,
or perhaps, a temporary financial set-back resulting from sudden illness or an unexpected
business reversal, persons of
high intellectual capacities find
themselves stymied as far as
:further education is concerned.
It is people like these who are
need of federal aid.

in

With the passage of the resolutions listed, more capable citizens will be able to conlinue
studies and potential scholars
given an opportunity to develop
intellectual powers. At least with
the adoption of the resolutions,
the important and much sought
actcr aid for part-time students
is tinally gaining headway.

• • •
Evening division students both
fellas and girls, a1·e invited to
join Xavier's Apostleship of
Prayer organization.
President John B. Smith has
announced that there
be a
general meeting on Friday, December 13 at 7:30 p.m. in Room
110 of Alter Hall. This meeting,
held specifically as an explanatory and information session, will

will

be for evening division students
only. The following meetings,
every other Friday, will be held
for day and night me m be rs
jointly.
The primary objective of the
organization is io promote devo•
tion to the Sacred Heart. The
main apostolate is to promote
membership to the Apostleship
of Prayer on campus and to encourage First Friday devotions.
By attending this .initial meeting you will not be committing
yourself to membership in the
group.
You are urged to come and
find out more about the organizaticn. Remember this meeting
has been set up just for you!

• • •

When our late President, John
F. Kennedy, appeared in Cincinnati on Octobe1· 7, 1960 for a
campaign speech on Fountain
Square, a crowd or cheering,
hopeful citizens came out to
greet him. Polly Woeste was
there.
A Regina sophomore at the
·time, Polly was serving as a
Kennedy Girl, a volunteer to
distribute campaign literature in
the downtown area. She remem•.
bers the assassinated President
as a good looking man with a
"cute smile."
Standing there is her official
uniform white long-sleeved
blouse, dark skil't, Kennedy hat,
and white gloves - Polly was a
member of the honor g u a rd
formed by the girls for the then
Presidential candidate to walk
through from the Square to the
Hotel Sheraton Gibson.
"He passed right in front of
me," she recalls.
Polly is now an evening divi•
sion coed studying general psychology, She works at the Ford
Motor Company, and like many
other Americans, was on the job
when news came of the sniper's
attack on our President.
lt will take peoples of all nations - but particulat·Iy our own
- quite a while. to overcome the
shock and disbelief of the whole
tragic sequence of events since
November 22.

Xavier University's Alumni
Association takes time out for a
birthday party on December 12,
after 75 years of service to its
alma mater.
Founded on December 12, 1888,
the Alumni Association is not
only one of the oldest, but one
of the most active organizations
of its kind in the United States.
A .gala celebration is planned for
the evening of Thursday, Decem·
• ber 12, to recognize this fad.
A formal black-tie dinner will
be held at 7:30 in the Pavillon
Caprice of the Netherland Hotel,
preceded· by a cocktail reception
at 6:45. Past presidents of the
Alumni Association will serve as
hosts at the reception.
Very Rev. Edward B. Bunn,
S.J., President of Georgetown
University-the oldest of the 28 ,
Jesuit universities in the United
Stales-will be the guest speaker. Honored guests will be Xavier
past Pl'esidents Rev. Celestin J.
Steiner, S.J., now Chancellor at
the University of Detroit, and
Vel'y Rev. James F. Maguire,
S.J., now President of Loyola
University, Chicago, along with
Xavier President Very Rev. Paul
L. O'Connor, S.J.

• • •

Any evening division student,
who, at registration, filled out an
application for a library card,
can pick up the card at the Ii·
brary's circulation department in
Alumni Hall.

taste ...

Quality and varue
True. artistry is expressed in
the brilliant fashion styling of
every Keepsake diamond en~
gagement ring. Each setting is
a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance and
beauty of the center diamond
••• a perfect gem of flawless
clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.

Your &roubles are as good ••
solved when you &ell &hem to
FreddJ:. Write him often and
read him weekb in &be News.

Authorized Keepsake Jewelers may be listed in the Yellow
Pages. Visit one in your area
and choose from many beauti•
ful ~tyles, each with the· name
"Keepsake" in the ring and on
the tag.

DANCING

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT
ST. BERNARD EACLES HALL
41115 TOWER AVE.
ST. IEltNAltD
211-MIS
MUSIC lly MERLI McCOY

New England
Hat
Manufacturing
Company

---------------------~-~-
·-·
llOW TO PLAN YOUR ·ENQACEMENT AND WEDDIH

Please send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding"
and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings," both for only 25¢. Also send special
offer of beautiful 44 page Bride's Book,

Name'------------------------~----Address,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City

Co.

State _ _ __

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RING·s, SYRACUSE 2, NEW YORK, 13202

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINCS

*

little longer.

She was a Kennedy Girl.

For Style

The dinner will be stag and
will be open to non-alumni
friends of Xavier University as
well as alumni. Reservations may
be made by calling the Alumni
Office.

It. may take Polly Woeste a

Drink the milk
with the delicious
difference in
•

Alumni Celebrate
75tlt Anniversary
On December 12th

118 East Sildh Street
Cincinnati, Obio

Cuaranteed perfect center diamond in ever, "Keepsake" e11111eme11t ri111
(or replace11N111t as111red). Certificate of Registratio11 witlt ring. Also loss
,,otcction, e11chan1e pri•ilegc alld Cood H011sekeepi11g Seal. Manr S111art
•tries. Look for "Keepsale" i11 rin1 and Olt t11.

ROTEPOHL JEWELERS

6000 Vine -- 821-6285

NEW LOW STUDENT WEEKEND RATES

•5m2• 5c"'
8UDGE'F
.'. .••,,,,•••c••

SAVE

HOUllMY

MILE

lfllJS Slllr, lffW AUf. . .lfS f#IOllClf Jiff

TO
40%

BRAND
NEW
CARS

$
llent a ear this weekena or Tbanli1rlvlnr at 1peelal
weeltend rates •. Take U home, take U on dates. Auto·
ma&ic &ransmission, radio, ufe&,. belts, all at &hia low
price for Monza$,, Ramblers, Comets, and VW's. Dodge
Darts, Cbevelles, ·and Impalas al10 a& mone1-1aving

ratea.

French Bauer

24 Hr. Day

CALL 241-6134

. FOR BESE&VATION8
111 W. Sb:Ua 8&.-1 Bleek W•& el Terrace·BU...

Per Mile
Lobb,. ., .... Pat.... Ganp
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Dick Grupenhoff

I

Current and Choice
One has to laugh at times
when he hears a student sound
off against campus· newspapers
and literary endeavors. Did you
ever stop to notice that the great
majority of tongues wagging in
the wind are tongues that have
eontributed nothing but adverse
eriticism their whole time on
campus.
Usually we brush these comments aside and continue punching our typewriters, knowing
that the comments are worthless
anyway.

I

for them, save their own satisfaction in their work. Many think
they are a group of stuck-up
intellectuals cooped up in their
garret in South Hall (which is
hardly akin to an ivory tower).
No, these are students who feel
that they have something to say,
and they do it quite well.
But then, that's only my opinion, I'll let you form your own.
South Hall typewriters are always open to constructive criticism . . . they'll even accept
literary endeavo'rs from wagging
tongues. But they'll laugh off
adverse criticism from knownothings.

Masque Olfers
~Duck Dinner'
The Masque Society will pro•
duce a two-hour production of
two one-act plays this weekend,
Decembe1· 6, 7, and 8, beginning
at 8:30 p.m. The evening features the "master-works" of two
Xavier students, Russell Young,
Senior, who directs "The Long
Christmas Dinner" by Thornton
Wilder, and Thomas Brinson,
Junior, .who directs "The Ugly
Duckling" by A. A. Milne.
Wilder's is a serious play' with
the familiar "Our-Town" atmosphere. Featuring the device of
accelerated time in motion, the
play covers some 90 years and
three generations in about 50
minutes.
Because of the larg-e number
of female roles, the Masque Society boldly went In search of
fresh talent and was rewarded
with the serviees of Xavier's
unofficial Q u e e n, Mrs. Edna
Tekuelve, her teenage, attractive
daucbter, Mary Lynne Telmelve,
Patricia Hardy, nurse, from Good
Samaritan, and others. Lending a
hand to the regular Masque
members Is Sgt. Jack lV. Vault.
"The Ugly Duckling of A. A.
Milnt{ is a whimsical, fantastical.
fairy-tale, which is concemed
with the romantic problems of a
princess in search of a prince.
Although Winnie-the-Pooh, another creation of author A. A.
Milne-; was not given the part of
the princess because she lacked
sufficient materiality, the "poohlike" ambience of ·Winnie obtains on stage.
Besides, as George M. Cohen,
the 1reat Amerlean thespian,
writer, maalclan, aad aonc-anddanee man, 1 a Id enee: "'!'be
Ameriean le1itlmate theatre will
not die, .as lone aa there are
lemales en .tase."
The regular adult ticket price
is $1.00, 50 cents for student.s.
Xavier J.D. cards will admit all
Xavier students.

But for once, by way of defense let me say that those students engaged in doing· their
TICKET STUBS: "A Man For
1mall part of the work on the
All
Seasons" was one of the best
11tudent newspaper and literary
magazine claim no right to pro- to hit town this season.... Don't
fessionalism. They are students forget the Masque Society's profirst, delvers in co-curricular ac- duction of two one-acts the ·comtivities second. They are writing, ing week-end at South Hall. It
not for money, but for the love 11hould be interesting. . . . "1,000
ef writing.
· Clowns" coming to the Shubert
Yet the cry against these stu- on Dec. 9th. . . . A C. S. o:
den.ts is that they are non-pro- Christmas Concert on Dec. 13th
fessional; that they could do bet- · and 14th. Don't bother about "In
ter. Granted, maybe they could, The French Style" at the Esquire.
but the biggest help we could
use is for those. wagging tongues
to turn into helping hands. OddJy, however, they never show up
Twelve members of Communito offer their assistance. Maybe
Jts better that way.
cation· Arts classes will vie on
The thing which impressed me December 4 for the six finalist
. the most about this Fall issue of positions of the 12th Dean's
Athenaeum was the manner in
Speech Tournament to be held
which it was presented. The cov- ·
December
11. in Kelley Auditorer photo was enough to gain the
reader's attention and yet there ium at 1:30 p.m.
was still an .explanation needed.
The topic of the talks will be:
This explanation was found ·in
revamped "In 'Ibis Issue" "The Social Challenge: Hate or
page found on page two, which Reason?"
rontained photos, art work; and
The ftnals will be open to all
a small discours~ to the college atudents as ·an "A" conv.ocation.
reader.
Those students who give their
time and w r i ti n g ability to
THE WORLD'S FAMOUS YMCA INVITES
Athenaeum should be commend10 11' HOLIDA r PROGRAMS
ed. There is no special reward

• • •

Speech Tourney Set

the

Pi Alpha Phi Fraternity
PRESENTS

ns

ANNUAL

CHR·ISTMAS DANCE
DECEMBER 25, 1963

TOPPER CLUB
9:00. 'TIL 1:00

WI LL HAUSER'S ORCHESTRA
Tickets Available at Door or From Any Member
DONATION $4.00

(A ulhor o.f "Rall !I Rmmd IM Flag1 Boys!"

and "Barefoot Boy With CMe1'" .)

DECK THE HALLS
The time has come to think of ctuistmns shopping, for the
Yuletide will be upon us quicker U1:1n you can say Jack Robinson. (Have you ever wondered, incidentally, about the origin
of this interesting phrase "Quicker than you can say Jnck
Robinson"? Well sir, the originnl snying was French-"P/1t1
rite que tie tli'.re Jacques Robfspierre." Jack Robinson is, as everyone knows, an Angticization of .Jncques Robespierre who wus,
as everyone knows, the famous figure from the French Revolut.ion who, as everyone knows, got murdered in hie bath by
D:rnton, l\Jurat, Caligula, and Al Capone.
(The rmson people started saying "Quicker th~n you can
sny .Jacques Robespierre" -or Jack Robinson,· as he is called in
EnAiish-spenking countries like England, the U.S., and Clevel11nd-i1J quite nn interesting litt.le story. It seems that Robes11ierre's wire, Georges Sand, got word of the plot to murder
her husband in his bath. All she h11d fo do to save his life was
call his name and warn him. But, alas, quicker than she could
::<:1y Jnc£1ues Robespierl't", she received a telegram from her old
friend Frederic Chopin who was down in Majorca setting lyrica

rou

THE

SHIRT

WELCOME

LAUNDRY

TO

Hll Monta'omer:r BH4
EVANSTON
One Block South ot, Dana
Few Blocks North of the Dorm

NEW

YORK

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES

Every feclllty for your comfort in one bullcli111-llundry,
cafeteria and coffee shop, :
barber, checllln1 service, TV
room, newsst1rMI 111d t1ilor.
Re1sonable rates:
Sinai• - $2.75 • $2.90
$4.40 • $4.70 double.

WILLIAM SLOANE
HOUSE Y.M.C.A.

351 W11t 34111 St. (ltr lllatll AYl.t
RIW Ylrll, 11. Y. Pll111: OXforli 5·5133
COM llad FrHI

• ~HOUR SIEllVICIE •

,.1111 Station)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ml ....., . . . . UADl•UIU WIC" IHMT1n ON ..t 1111 ,....,.,., ... ~ta\AMNP....

•••• gym •••• tumble ••••
flip •••flop ••• lug•• ~tug
push ••• jump ••• leap •••
••• chin ••• lift ••• pull~ ••
•••·run ••• puff puff •••
pause h~~th
thtnasgo .

Coke
111AH·•-

loltllcl ............... ,...C....c.la~ -,,

'.

.

COCA-COLA IOnLING WOllS CO.

.......

.. ,.

.~___,..,..

a/! ~ke kt1J to do iVJ~ callii~ ita"!!tt
~o his immortal "Warsaw Concerto." Chopin said he needed
Georges Sand's help despel'lltely bec.'luse he could not find a
rhyme for "Warsaw." Naturally, Georges could not· refu•
auch a.n urgent request.
(Well sir, off to Majorca went Geoi·ges, but before she left,
l!he told her little daughter Walter that some bad men were
coming t(I murder Daddy in his bath. She instructed Walter
to shout Robespierre's name the moment U1e bad men arri\'ed.
But Walter, alas, had been sea-buthi11g that morning on the
Rivie1·a, and she hnd come home with a big bag of salt wnter
foffy, and when the bud men arrived to murder Robespierre,
Walter, ulnR, was chewing a wnd of t:itTy and could not get her
mouth unstuck in time to shout n wnrning. Robespierre, alas,
was murdered quicker thnn you could SttY Jacques Robespierre
-or .Jnck Hobinson, a!i he is call eel in Englii,:h-speaking countries.
(There is, I am pleased to report, one small note of cheer
in this grif<ly tale. When Georges Sn nd ~ot to l\fojorca, she did
succeed in helping Chopin find a rh,\•me l'or "Warsaw" as e\'cryone knows who has henrd thoi<e h:n111ting lyrics:
In the fair town of Warsaw,
ll'kich Napoleon's horse saw,
Si1l{!ing cockles and mussels, ali1•e ulfre o!)
But I digress.
·
We were speaking of Christmas gil't.s. What we all try to
find at Christmas ie, of course, unusu11l 11ntl distinctive gifts for
our friends. May I suggest then 11 cnrton of ~forlboro Cigarettes'!
What? You are.astonished? You hnd not thought of Murluol'Os
as unusual? You had regarded them as familiar, reliable smokes
whOfle excellence va1·ied not one jot nor tittle from year to yeur'l
True. All true. But all the !inme, Marlboros ar& unusual because every time you try one, it's like t.l1e 6ri;;t time. The &\'Or
never p11lli;, the filter neve1· gets h:ickneyed, the. soft pack is
ever a new delight, and so is the Flip Top hox. Each Marlboro
is a fl'Nh and pristine pleasure, 11nd if you wunt all your friend!!
to clap their hands and cry, "Ye1;, Vir11:i11in, there ia u Snnta
Claus!" you will see th11t their stockings are filled with l\l111·l00roe Oil Chri11tmas morn,
® 19113 Max s11111111n•

-

• • •
f'l&e holida11 •ea.on or •nr ot/1er u•son is tit• NflllOn to t..
Jollu-il ltlnrlboro i11 your brnml. 1·011'11 lind M•rlborns 1t'l;er•Hr el..r•ll•• •r• 110ld in all lil't11 st•te• 81 IM U11io11. )"uu
.., e lul lo like;,. M•rlboro c:o1mlr11e
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Began With Arian Heresy

Ecumenical 1-listoryTraced To 325 A.D.
By Blf,L KRAl\IER
News Reporter
Almost daily news is flashed from Rome about the proceedings
C)f the Ecumenical Council which is now in session there. As revolutionary reforms shatter tradition and unpt·ecedentcd changes alter
Church law and prnclice. the world looks on with awe.
Most people realize that the legislation made by this Council is
momentous enough to change future history, However, recognizing
the significance many wonder
just what kind of a Council this
is which bears the odd Greek and "national." At a diocesan
na111e "Ecumenical."
council, or "synod." a bishop
The nature of the Ecumenical meets wilh the priests of his
Council can be understood easily diocese. At a provincial counif it is viewed merely as an ad- cil are assembled the bishops of
ditional link in a chain of special
an ecclesiastical province, the
Church asscmbl ies.
Archdiocese. Finally, at a naAlthough numerable asscmplies tiom1! council the bishops of an
of the Church took place, only entire nation at·e represented.
a limited number have been
'l'hese limited ot· "particular"
ciasscd as "Ecumcnicnl." Since
the.1· arc diffused over 15 ccntul"ies or irregular history, failure would follow upon any attempt to establish a definite pattern to which each would con-·
VAT[CAN CITY - The Ecuform. Each has a distinct his- menical Council ended its 1963
tory and character and yet all working sessions Monday with
tiavc one thing in common, a the announcement Pope Paul VI
definite sign i ficn nee.
will issue a document increasing
1'he first Ecumenical Council the powers· of the bishops of the
6ook place In Nic11e11 in the Roman Catholic Church.
fourth century A.O .. 11nd henceThe second s e s s i o n or the
f.ortb they . appear at irregular Council, which began September
intervals up to the present time 29, ended formally Wednesday
whir.II sees the 21st in progress. with ce!'emonies in St. Peter·'s
Councils in General had their Basilica.
beginning when the Apostles
'l'hc thil-d session of the Coungathered together to settle dif- cil will begin next September 14.
ficulties·, such <IS finding a reMany bishops, including memplacement for Judas.
bers of the U. S. hierachy, and
As Chut·ch history 1>rogresscd, non-Catholic obsel'vers were disthe Councils took definite forms appointed by the failure of the
and divided themselves into dif- Council lo vote on a key stateferent categol'ies. Eventually ment on religous liberty. The
11ames were assigned to the vari- statement was considered a maous classes that were formed.
jot· ste[l toward the goal or
Limited Councils representing Christian unity envisaged by the
only parts of the Ch.Urch were late Pope John XXIlI when he·
divided into three main classifi- summoned the world wide con(.'la tions, "diocesan," "provincial," clave of bishops.

councils of· the Church are found
in every pet•iod of Church history. For example the bishops of
this country have held national
councils in Baltimore, Maryland.
Regardless, however, of how
many diocesan, provincial, or national councils, or combinations
of them, there may have been,
they at·c all classed in one inferior gr o u p when compared
wi"th the ecumenical councils. If
the councils of the Church are
to be divided into two groups,
one would be ecumenical and
the other, non-ecumenical.
AN ECUMENICAL COUNCIL
is a universal or general council,
one world-wide in its influence,
one not limited to a diocese or

a nation.

The word "ecumenical"
is derived from a Greek phrase
meaning "the inhabitable world,"
and it is the entire inhabitable
world which is represented at
such a council. Bishops, archbishops, patriarchs, and primates
from all around the world are
summoned.
Canon Law lays down certain
requirements for an ecumenical
council: for example, U must be
convened by the pope and Its
decrees approved by him. Some
or the earlier eounclls did no&
fulfill all of the requirements,
but· do stand in the ecumenical
croup since they preceeded Canon Law and yet were or worldwide influence.

Dis~1Jpointme11t Noted As Rome Session Ends
There was disappointment also carefully over and over again,
over similar inaction on another without haste and with a set·ene
important declaration condemn- and tranquil spirit so that in
ing anti-Semitism and holding the next sessiol'! of the council
all mankind rather than the Jew- they may be treated and judged
ish people alone responsible for with mature consideration."
Announcement that the Pope
the Crucifixion of Christ.
The Council completed debate will issue a document on the
on the important document deal- powers of bishops was made to
ing with Christian unity. But the Council fathers by Msgr.
final votes on that document- Pe!'icle Felici, secretary gener•
and two other debated during the al of the Council.
The Council in a series of
nine-week session-will not be
taken until the third session next votes gave approval to the principle that bishops possess their
year.
governin g authority by Divine
Augustin Cardinal Bea, head
Right along with the Pontiff.
of the Secretariat for Promoting
Christian Unity, took note of the However, ·the Council document"
complaints· and said that "what which includes this statement
will not be promulgated until
is put off is not put away."
· nert fall's session.
He stressed the importance of
But the Pope, apparently with
the decrees on religious liberty the idea of speeding action, had
and anti-Semitism and· said:
Msgr. Felici tell the fathers that
"It is f i t ti n g, thel'efore, to he will issue a personal documeditate and ponder evet·ything ment along these lines this week.

Kennedy ;!warded Xavier AlumJJi Medal
John F. Kenneriy became the
ftrsl rnan ever to·reccive the St..
Fnmcis 'Xavier Medal posthumously when he was announced as the recipient of lhe Xavier
Alumna Associati_on's highest
award Sunday at the school's
12th annual alumni Universal
Communion Sunda.\'.

(.

Prinr to the breakfast at which
the Medal was presented by
Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor,
S.J., Xavier P res i cl en t. the
alumni Mass in Schmicll Fieldhou~e was celebrated as a Memorial Mass for the late President
Kennedy.
William A. Geoghegan of Cincinnati, a 1946 Xavier graduate
who now sel'ves as U. S. assistant
deputy attorney general, acceptecl the Medal on behalf of Mrs ..
Jacqueline Kennedy and the
Kennedy family.
Father O'Connor also awardeil
the Medal to J. Paul Spaeth, '17,
who has been activities dircct0r
of the Catholic Students Mission
Crusade, headquartered in -Cincinnati, fat· the .past 25 years.
In citing President Kennedy
for the award, Father O'Connor
noted scve1·al parallels between
his life and the life of St. Francis
Xavier, 16th-century Jesuit mis11ionary to the Ol'ient.
"Both came from family cireumstances that assured them a
life of ease," Father O'Connor
said, "but both chose to face the
challenges of their own times."
"Francis Xavier, shnrtly after
helping to etslablish the .Jesuit
order, set. out to preach the Gospel for the first time in 1h<;?
a;trnnge and hostile Ori.mt. John

F. Kennedy's creed was fulfilled
in the circumstance of his death:
'A President must place himself in the very thick of the fight;
he must care passionately about
the people he leads.'"
"Both died al the age of 46,"
Father O'Connor note cl, "but
both have had, and will have,
an even gt·eater impact on the
wo1·ld after death than they did
in their short but meaningful
lives.''
Rev. Victor B. Nieporte, S.J.,
Executive Vice - President and
Alumni Moderator, presented Mr.
Speeth with the award, observing Mr. Spaeth was actively engaged in ·the same mil:'sionary
work as Francis Xrwier. "True,
he has modern tools of transpm·lation and communication,

but he faces more formidable obstacles," Father Nfeporte said.
Mr. S1>aeth. executive editor of
The Shield, official C.S.M.C. publication, since 1943, · ·replied,
"Any resemblance between myself and Francis Xavier, as they
say in the movies, is coincidental.
The one thing I will admit is
that we both have worked for
the same Church."
Universal Communion Sunday
is an annual observance of the
Xavier Alumni Association,
which is celebrating its 75th
anniversary next· week. It is traditionall.v held on the Sunday
closest to St. Francis Xavier's
feast day (December 3), and is
celebrated in twenty a 1 um n i
chapter cities across the U. S.
as well as in Cincinnati.

REPRINTS AVAILABLE
Due to the large number of requests by subscribers
for additional copies of the historic ext.rn edition of the
·News published on the assassination of President l<ennedy, a limited quantity of reprints have been made
available. Jn order to e11s111·e promnt deliver.'' of copies,
fill out the ·coupon below, detaeh, and mail with ten cents
for each copy to:

Circulation Department
The Xavier University News
Cincinnati' 7, Ohio
Name _____ · - - - - - - - . --------·-----Address - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ Zone._. __

St~te

_ _ __

ZIP Code Number____ Number o-f Cop'es _ __

The First Ecumenical Council
was convoked by the Roma11
Emperor Constantine who summoned the bishops of the world
to Nicaea in 326 A.O. Peace had
been broken when the heretical
·Arius began a false teaching 011
the nature of Christ. At a time
when the Church and empire
were both ready to split down
the middle, it was natural then
for the emperor and b°h;hops to
assemble a great council In restore order.
Arianism was condemned by
the assembly and later its statement was given papal a(?proval.
The matter· was settled.· A trib·
ute to t h e First Ecumenical
Council will live for all ages, for:
everywhere that Mass is said,
the Nicaean Creed is found, a
Creed initiated in 326 .at Nicaea.
With the ecumenical council
had been born a new means of
accomplishment, a new resource
of power, for the Church. Since
then the ecumenical council has
appeal'ed whenever the leaders
of the Church judged it to be opportune. The first eight were
held in eastern Europe; the rest
in western Europe, in Fmnce,
Germany, and Italy, The eastem
were Greek-speaking; the western, Latin. They are frequent at
some periods while at others cen•
turies intervene between them.
Now· the Twenty-Fit·st · Ecumenical 'Council is in session.
About 2,000 bishops and religious
leadet·s · from evet•y pat't of the
globe give this Council an ecu•
menical character unequalled by
any of its predecesso1·s. As it
continues to legislate and coQrdinate the Church with the modern wol'ld, people can look upon
it as something ve1·y personal,
though very ecumenical.

Fred Bernstein

Dear Freddy
Thanksgiving was not quite ant" spectator.
the same this year,· and under•
What better indication of the
standably so. For only the pre- progt·essive trend of one of the
vious Monday, a mourning na- tmly outstanding univel'sities i11
tion· buried its youngest presi• the Midwest?
dent. Xavier mom·ned also in the ing Xavier squad-as was witclassroom-and iii typically poor nessed last Sunday-thet·e will
taste!
be NO SMOKING in the field·
house. Unknown to the multi•
It's back to the fieldhouse tudes, who h a v e a l w a y s
for another exciting season on "jammed" .in to follow the team,
the hardwood. Xavie1· claims to ·this law prohibiting smoking ha11
be sporting one of its finest existed as long as the building .
basketball teams in the history of itself ,(i.e. many hundt·eds of
the school,· 'but an additional years).
word of encouragement might be
Enforcement w i 11 not pose
offered ·to those fine, stout~ quite the same pl'Oblem this year.
he'arted fans who are continually First of all, brand new signs
plagued· with illnesses causing have been posted (these worthy
theil' absences (immediately investments have been. posted
at'ter a Xavier team suffers its strategically, one being located
fil'st loss).
beneath the scot·eboard that
Because of the crowds that didn't work); the signs thus
will be following a very pl'Omis- promulgating. the dect·ee, the
obedience from any "unobse1·v- men in grey stand 1·eady to exact

• • •

'Federa.l Aid And.Constitution/
Topic Of Natural Law Address
Dr. John Cornelius Hayes, dean ·of the Law School, Loyola University, Chicago, will speak on "Federal Aid, Church-Related Schools,
and the Constitution" at the next meeting of the Xavier University
Natu1·a1 Law Society, set for Wednesday evening, December 1,1, at
8 p.rn. in Kelley Auditorium.
Monsignor William F!'aner, asevening topic for the past ten
sistant superintendent of schools years.
for the Archdiocese, will give a
The legal consultant of the Na· factuul summary of the Archtional Office for Decent Literadiocesan school situation before ture, Dean Hayes received the
introducing Dean Hayes.
Papal Medal, Pro Ecclesia · et
Past Pl'esident of the Nlltional Ponlifice, from Pope Pius XCC
Conference of Ca tho I i c Men,
in 1957.
Dean Hriyes' is a respected legal
'l'hc Xavier Natural Law Soscholal' on the law of property. ciety is a group of l.iwyet·s who
He lws also written and lectured
study civil law as it peL'lllins to
extensively on, his Wednesday
the ua tut· al law.

